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题范文专项练习】 Topic49：你是否觉得面对面交流要比其他

方式更有效？ Topic49 Do you agree or disagree with the following

statement? Face-to-face communication is better than other types of

communication, such as letters, email, or telephone calls. Use

specific reasons and details to support your answer..［托福参看范

文之一］Topic: 49There are many different ways of

communications, such as letters, emails, or telephone calls. However

face-to-face communication still remains the most efficient way of

communication between people. Firstly, in face-to-face

communication people can get direct response from the other party.

When we talk with our friends, we can get feedback immediately

from their verbal response, body language and facial expressions.

Based on these responses, we can know whats the next step to take,

such as how to carry on the conversation, and change the direction

or finish the conversation if necessary. Sometimes, speaking words

and body languages may not mean the same thing.Although we can

hear words from a telephone conversation from our friends but we

do not always know if they really mean it. This is also true in criminal

inspections. Police inspectors can judge whether the suspect is telling

the truth through his or her body languages, therefore get new clues

and solve a criminal case more quickly. Thus, face-to-face

communication is more perceptible and can help us understand a



speakers true feeling better than other ways of

communication.Secondly, face-to-face communication is the most

helpful way to express ourselves. In communication it is just not

enough for us to say the words. we need eye contact, body language

to express our feelings. Sometimes we are so happy or angry that we

are out of words. At these times, there is nothing more efficient to

express our happiness or anger than a big hug or turn our face to

another side. When we are a tourist in a foreign country, language is

not always enough,and gesticulations might help us get understood

more quickly. We can order in a restaurant by simply pointing our

fingers to the menu when we do not know how to pronounce an

item exactly.Finally, face-to-face communication is indispensable in

situations such as a relationship. Lovers need body contact such as a

hug, a kiss and more, which cannot be done in letters or emails.

Although lovers can use letters or emails to communicate, being

apart for a long time is definitely not beneficial to a relationship.In

brief, face-to-face communication is a very important way for us. It is

good for better understanding. It is more visible, direct and more

effective than any other ways.［托福参看范文之二］I would have

to agree that face-to-face communication is the best type of

communication. Faceto-face communication can eliminate

misunderstandings immediately, cement relationships, and

encourage continued interaction.If you are talking to someone

directly, you can see right away if they dont understand you. A

persons body language will tell you they disagree or dont follow your

line of thought. You can repeat yourself or paraphrase your



argument. If you had sent an e-mail, the person may have

misinterpreted what you wanted to say. He or she could be insulted

and you would have to waste time explaining yourself in another

e-mail.When you talk face-to-face, you communicate with more

than words. You communicate with your eyes and your hands. You

communicate with your whole body. People can sense that you really

want to communicate with them. This energy bonds people together.

Your relationship with a person can grow much stronger when you

communicate in person.Face-to-face encounters tend to go on

longer than other forms of communication. An e-mail lasts a second.

a telephone call, a few minutes. However, when you meet

face-to-face, youve made an effort to meet with the person, and the

person has made an effort to meet with you. You will probably spend

longer together talking. The longer you talk, the more you say. The

more you say, the stronger your relationship will be.In summary, if

you want to establish a relationship with another human being, the

best way is talking face-to-face. When you communicate directly,

you can avoid misunderstandings that may occur in writing. You can

communicate on levels other than just words and you can spend
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